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PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
Our company is one of the leading companies in the field of control engineering since 1992. Our main activities are:

Control engineering
Electrical engineering
Mechanical and combustion engineering
Instrumental and electrical installation
Maintenance

Primarily we deal with instrumental settings and automation of industrial kilns and their related technologies. Beside this we are well prepared to solve
any other control engineering issue. We can provide complete combustion systems with controlling system as well. Furthermore we are well up in
industrial information technology so we welcome to develop data collector and production tracking tools. Since industrial and building automation are
closely related we are familiar with the second one as well. We are ready for programming and configuring combustion system of buildings. 
We are presented in the most metallurgic and glass-works. Great majority of our contracting parties are multinational companies for whom quality and
promptness are really important. We accomplish the orders through deliberate, accurate and effective planning and professional implementation. Our
customers can count upon us in aftercare as well thanks to our well trained maintenance team. 
All of our employees are acclaimed specialists who have the required qualifications and skills. Among our 12 engineers we have forge, electrical,
mechanical and computer engineer. 
We have more than 20 employees for maintenance and implementation. Most of them are controlling operator, electrical technician and electrician. In
our maintenance team everyone is qualified for maintaining industrial gas and oil combustion systems.
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Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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